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the mother is rescued by the man who was waiting for her daughter. the man introduces himself as shun, and the mother introduces herself as yuki's mother. yuki and ame are then shown being played with by a wolf. shun leaves to look for yuki and finds her and the
wolf running around the neighborhood. yuki suddenly starts to act like a girl, and shun is unsure if yuki is an ordinary girl or a werewolf. wolf children is based on a scenario by hosoda and neon genesis evangelion and tengen toppa gurren lagann creator yoshihiro
togashi. chiyoko kanai, the producer for studio chizu, and togashi worked together on the franchise, having previously collaborated on ghost in the shell (1995). wolf children had its world premiere in paris in june 2012 and was released theatrically in japan on july

21, 2012. studio chizu was founded by directors mamoru hosoda and toshiaki iwashiro. its credits include the girl who leapt through time (2006), summer wars (2009), and wolf children (2012). the first three films were directed by hosoda, and wolf children was
directed by iwashiro. hosoda directed the film with togashi writing the story. the scenario was created by kazumasa hirai, who also produced the first three films. kanai is the producer and executive producer of summer wars, which wolf children features in its

opening sequence. the film is set in an alternate universe where a man-eating wolf menace is in place. to avoid detection, people transform into wolf-like forms. the two main characters, yuki and shei, are siblings who play tricks on one another.
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children was directed by iwashiro. hosoda directed the film with togashi writing the story. the scenario was

created by kazumasa hirai, who also produced the first three films. kanai is the producer and executive
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